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How to optimize your cloud cost 
management model



The DevOps Institute (DOI) is the continuous
learning community dedicated to advancing the
human elements of DevOps success.

Our mission is based on a framework of skills, 

knowledge, ideas and learning (SKIL) that 

practitioners need to advance DevOps and their 

careers.  All of our work, including accreditations, 

research, events and continuous learning 

programs – is focused on providing the “know-

how” to make DevOps possible.  

Join our FREE community at www.devopsinstitute.com

About DevOps Institute



This session will cover the why, how and what of cost 
optimization and management in cloud environments, 
specifically Amazon Web Services.
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Why Cost Management and Optimization?

Reduced toil from legacy / forgotten resources

Idle and unused resources visibility 

Reduced insider threat issues

Increased resource control

Innovation and optimization driver

Spend Projections

Resource Organization and Reporting

Pricing Negotiations

Unit and Service Cost Control

Low / High Watermark Investment Cost 

Financial Security
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AWS Cost Management Portfolio
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AWS Marketplace
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Cost Maturity Model:

From No Stone Unturned To 

Turning Over A New Leaf

In your journey from all hands on deck to proactive 

response, here’s a simple guide of what to expect when 

expecting change. As we progress from left to right our 

visibility, and subsequently, our ability to react and plan 

will become less chaotic and more predicable.

 CoE / FinOps 

guides decisions on 

future optimization

 Stakeholders cost 

awareness drives 

future investments

 Service release 

adoption drives 

future infrastructure 

value

 M&A cost tracking 

vindicates ROI

 Operational burden 

reduced through 

vendor partnerships

Chaos Change Evolution

 Cost firefighting

 Sticker shock

 Underutilized or 

unused resources

 Operational toil due 

to limited visibility

 Security issues with 

untracked resource

 Financial loss from 

no standardization

 Automation / API 

driven management

 Cost filtering with 

resource tagging

 Optimized resource 

usage with spot and 

reserved instances

 Resource right 

sizing

 Elastic Architecture 

 Purpose Built Cloud 

Native Design
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PROCESS TECHNOLOGYPEOPLE

What’s DevOps Got To Do With It?
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Guiding Principles
These are your guiding principles that guide and govern 

your organizations decisions concerning cloud cost 

optimization. They serve as the bedrock of understanding 

and universal tenants of the value you intend to deliver 

regardless of the goals, strategies, or role to which you 

are aligning.

Adopt Consumption Mindset

Attribute Expenses

Leverage Partnerships

Measure Efficiency
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Core Pillars
These core pillars will guide you in executing on the 

areas of cost optimization within your organization. Each 

area focuses on specific domains of consideration that 

drive value for both strategic and tactical initiatives.

Cost Awareness

Cost Effective Resources

Continuous Learning and 

Optimization

Match Supply To Demand
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Continuous Learning Showcase

A Cloud Guru – AWS Marketplace Preferred and Recommended Training Partner

Due to the cloud native serverless design of ACG, they were able to create a fully functional learning 

management system and launch the world’s first serverless startup in less than 4 weeks. Two years after 

they opened their virtual doors, it’s entire serverless web platform presence costs less than $1,000/ mo. 

and currently has trained over 250,000 customers in 160 countries. 2 years later they acquired Linux 

Academy and now have a customer base of over 2 million customers. 

From an organizational learning perspective, the use of their acquisitioned cloud playground sandboxes, 

allowed them to provide incredible cost savings to their training customers by removing the need for 

companies to mix learning and corporate cloud environments.

“Education is a critical component in empowering employees by teaching them how to leverage 

data driven analytics that can rapidly scale and optimize any cloud journey to deliver business 

value quicker than has ever been possible.”

Reference Links
https://acloud.guru/our-story

https://iblnews.org/a-cloud-guru-acquires-the-linux-academy-and-claims-1-5-m-learners/

https://acloud.guru/our-story
https://iblnews.org/a-cloud-guru-acquires-the-linux-academy-and-claims-1-5-m-learners/
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Techniques
These techniques will direct and guide your organization 

into areas that can help create multiplicative value in your 

cost management journey. They serve to help focus your 

long term journey to optimization of your cost containment 

efforts and span all areas of the business.

Cloud Native Design

Continuous Telemetry

Bridge Business Silos

Cost Value Streams
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Practices
The practices discussed here assist the business in 

implementing cost management in a scalable and 

sustainable way. They are the building blocks that drive 

lower product unit costs, ease of resource management 

scale and an overall healthier operational efficiency 

between business areas.

Center of Excellence

Cloud Financial Management

Codify Planning and Execution

Community of Practice
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The Cost Of The Cloud

Other Areas To Consider

• Cloud Certification

• Cloud LMS (A Cloud Guru)

• Cloud Continuing Education (Dojo)

• Cloud Test Environment (Sandbox)

• Cloud Provider Point Training (EKS, 

AI/ML, Serverless, etc.)

• Cloud Practices – CoE / CoP / CFM
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Cost Visibility
These tools will help drastically increase your cost 

visibility posture and help you achieve greater control 

over resource sizing, usage, cost projection and 

recommendations. They are meant to inform you of your 

past, current, scaled, and projected states.

AWS Budgets

AWS Compute Optimizer

AWS Trusted Advisor

AWS Cost Explorer
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Cost Management 
These tools will facilitate cost management and control in 

your organization through application of certain service or 

platform features. These tools are meant to lay the 

foundation of technical management of resources. These 

tools provide you with governance, identification, scaling and 

tiering capabilities.

AWS Auto Scaling

AWS Control Tower

AWS Cost Allocation Tags

AWS S3 Intelligent Tiering
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4 Pillars - Quick Win Exercises

Cost 
Awareness

• Setup CloudWatch Monitoring on All Instances

• Leverage Amazon Monthly calculator for new architecture

• Tag resources based on company cost delineators

• Evaluate Cost Explorer Recommendations

• Create financial dashboards and billing reports for stakeholders

Cost Effective 
Resources

• Identify and terminate idle or unused resources

• Use Cost Explorer to identify spot and reserved instance opportunities

• Setup AWS Instance Scheduler scheduling based on business availability requirements

• Upgrade to new instance releases where it makes sense

• Approach new architecture design with cloud native and pay for what you use mindset

Continuous 
Optimization

• Check out AWS Trusted Advisor to right-size resources

• Utilize S3 Intelligent Storage Tiering

• Identify unused data and archive to glacier or deep archive

• Remove unattached EBS volumes, snapshots, and detached elastic IP’s.

• Use AWS Trusted Advisor to check and delete unused load balancers.

Match Supply 
To Demand

• Set notifications for usage over 60%

• Know your normal running states

• Track your journey of consumption – Learn From It, Forecast With It, Model Future States With It

• Leverage AWS billing, inspection, and forecasting tools to track unit cost and adjust alerting as needed

• Leverage AWS Marketplace for best of breed solutions to help control costs
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How to optimize your cloud cost 
management model

Chris Chapman

Partner Solutions Architect, AWS
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AWS native services help enable performance across 
Well-Architected pillars

SecurityOperational 
Excellence

Performance 
Efficiency

Reliability Cost
Optimization

CloudFront

Trusted Advisor

CloudWatch

Aurora

Cost Explorer

Config

CloudWatch

CloudFormation

CloudTrail

Elasticsearch Service

CloudFront

GuardDuty

Identity and Access 
Management (IAM)

Virtual Private Cloud 
(VPC)

Key Management 
Service (AWS KMS)

Glacier

Shield

Trusted Advisor

Auto Scaling

S3

Route 53

EBS

Auto Scaling

RDS

ElastiCache
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AWS Service Catalog
Create, organize, and govern

• Ensure compliance with corporate 
standards

• Help employees quickly find and 
deploy approved IT services

• Centrally manage IT service lifecycle

• Connect with ITSM/ITOM software
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On-premises Lift and shift License 
rightsizing

Optimize pricing 
(consumption 

vs. fixed)

Retire legacy 
software

Optimized 
software estate

Governed self-
service

Optimize 
procurement 

processes

Measure, 
monitor, and 

improve

Optimized 
software 

procurement

Lowering software TCO through AWS Marketplace
C

O
S

T

Typical TCO 
Comparison
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Optimize costs and communicate value

Inform

• Fully understand costs and benchmark performance

Optimize

• Identify opportunities to rightsize cloud spend and 
improve committed use discount coverage

Operate

• Continuously improve the unit economics of your cloudCloud Management Tools
Competency
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Saving while gaining critical insights

Increased 
spending visibility 
and analysis

Immediate 
reduction in cloud 
spend – an 
additional 6 
figures in future 
savings identified

Apptio Cloudability helped Cimpress pull answers and insights to capture savings

“The Apptio Cloudability 
account management team 
took our top use cases and 
turned them into immediate, 
actionable steps. They did this 
without any hefty setup fees 
or development time. In fact, 
after using a few waste 
reports and EC2 
recommendations, we paid for 
Apptio Cloudability within 
months and continued to save 
on AWS under their 
guidance.”

– Paul Forte, Director of 
Technology, Cimpress

Optimize with accurate recommendations

Shows-back AWS costs based on granular 
allocation to distributed teams
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Driving best practices to the enterprise

Increased team 
accountability

EC2 RI coverage 
increased from 
25% to 87%

Reduced cloud 
cost analysis time 
by 90%

Increased cross-
company 
optimization 
visibility

Apptio Cloudability helped Koch optimize its use of cloud with FinOps practices

“Apptio Cloudability’s user 
experience and multi-cloud 
capabilities were 
differentiating factors that 
pushed it ahead of the 
other tools we evaluated.” 

– Koch Business Solutions 
Cloud Platform Leader

Empower stakeholders with actionable information

Saved $5M by implementing best practices for 
cost optimization
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Cloud cost management solutions on AWS 
Marketplace: Realizing the benefits

Flexible pricing, terms, and 
payment options

Speed and governance while 
procuring software

Simplified AWS billing

Apptio is part of Enterprise Contract for AWS Marketplace
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Points to consider

Leverage expertise 
of others – focus on 
what you do best –
and easily 
experiment with 
different software 
tools

Establish guiding 
principles, pair 
practices and 
techniques with 
tools, and apply a 
long term strategy 
for continuous 
improvement

Match supply to 
demand to lower the 
total cost of 
ownership (TCO) and 
leverage best 
practices such as 
Well-Architected

Cost management 
maturity is a key 
indicator of those 
who survive and 
those who thrive in 
the cloud
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Resources

AWS Marketplace: aws.amazon.com/marketplace

Apptio Cloudability trial: https://tinyurl.com/y6uqrgzl

Questions: aws-sa-marketplace@amazon.com

Reference Architecture: 
https://tinyurl.com/wezhpzq

A Cloud Guru AWS training: https://tinyurl.com/yc765dra  


